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DIH NETWORK 

DIH4CPS will create an embracing,
interdisciplinary network of DIHs and
solution providers, focused on cyber
physical and embedded systems,
interweaving knowledge and
technologies from different domains,
and connecting regional clusters
with the pan-European expert pool
of DIHs.

The DIHs all have a strong regional
foundation and are role models for the
transfer of research results into the
industrial practice of regional SMEs
and MidCaps.

INITIALS DIH

11 DIHs 

PARTNERS

1ST OPEN CALL

13 DIHs 

2ND OPEN CALL

7 DIHs 

31 DIH IN EUROPE

Fostering DIHs for Embedding 
Interoperability in Cyber-Physical

Systems of European SMEs
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SENSORIZED PLANTER 
BOXES FOR URBAN 

ORCHARDS

Smart Planter Boxes are equipped
with environmental sensors and
embedded controller, working
together as data transmitter and
operator of the local control loop of
irrigation. Multiple Smart Planter
Boxes will create a LPWAN network
connected to the local gateway,
forwarding the data packets of all
devices to the cloud services and
user interfaces.

APPROACH

Main objective
is development
of a new
innovative product:
a smart planter boxes primarily 
conceptualized for urban orchards.

This device will track soil
temperature, humidity, and weather
conditions. Taking the monitoring data
into account CPS is then able to
control the conditions through an
irrigation system. Users can monitor
the process by mobile apps and web
server, guaranteeing the survival of
the cultivated plants and, also,
promoting savings of water and
energy in the cities

Experiment aim is to develop a smart planter box that assists in cultivating urban
orchards and flowerbeds leading to an autonomous system that produces greening
and agricultural products, while saving water and energy and decreasing cultivation
effort. Finally, all components create an end-to-end IoT system.

Expected Impact
Föra has a business opportunity in urban planning and management of green
areas. This smart pot, aligned with the UN 2030 SDG will help to improve the
sustainability of cities, making efficient use of water and energy and improving the
livability of urban spaces.
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